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SUMMARY

In this work, the mixed convection flow gencrated by two non-isothermal low
vclocity plane jes inside a cavity with imposcd wall æmperatures is both expcrimentally
and numcrically investigaæd for one parameter configuration. Th¡ee tr¡röulencc models

a¡e uscd in the 2-D numerical simulation of the flow, namely the standa¡d t-e model of
l¿under and Spalding with viscous sublayer wall boundary conditions and thc low
Reynolds number t-e models of Jones and l:under and of L¿under and Sha¡ma.
Numerical and expcrimcntal rcsults for velocity, tcmperan¡rË and tu¡òulence inænsity at
mid-lcngth and mid-height of thc central plane are presented and comparativcly analysed.

The s¡anda¡d t-e model pedicts highcr æmpcraturc in ¡he core region and velocities at rhe

floor level than experiments. However, it pcrforms bctrcr than the other two models
which deviate from measu¡ements in thc oppositc scnsc.
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INTRODUCTION

Flow simulation for design purposes of room-venting or air-conditioning sysæms is

still a challenge. The two-equation t-e nnbulence model of l-aunder and Spalding [] has

been used in most n"merical studies on this subject [2-8]. This model requires the use of
empirical wall functions that bridge the viscous sublayer and thereby avoid the problem of
solving the flow equations up to the walls. However, the validity of this procedure is
restricted to flows in which the Reynolds number is sufñcicntly high for the viscous cffects
to be unimportant or wherp univcrsal wall ñ¡nctions a¡e well established

In many sin¡ations of room ventilation, velocities a¡e small and boundary laycrs are

ncither fully turbulent and well developcd nor completely laminar. Turbulence models that
acoount for low Reynolds number and nea¡-wall orbulence decay effects should therefore be

used. Over the past two decades, several diffcrent forms of the so-callcd "low Reynolds

numb€r" (or "near-wall") t-e nrbulence models have been published and extensively tested

in a variery of boundary layer problems [9] and in the classical natural convection "window
problem" [0,] U. The application of such modcls to mixed convection low velociry flows,
like those occuring in room ventilation, has however becn scarse. In 021, the computation

of ai¡flow in a displacement ventilation system was performed using a low-R¿ t-e model of
turbulence with modifrcd wall boundary conditions fo¡ the turbulence va¡iables. ln a very
rpcent paper [3], the same procedr.ne was adopted to the th¡ee-dimensional calculations of
indoor airflow and heat transfer generated by a mixing ventilation systeul

ln the present rrork, the twodimensional rwi¡culating flow generated by nro non-

isothermal low velocity jets inside a oompartmcnt is both expcrimentally and numerically
investigated. The physical model used can be classified as a mixing flow ventilation systcrm,
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qhere fuesh air is horizontally jnjccted nea¡ the ceiling. Heat input is simulated by a venical
warm airjet at the floor, thus avoiding the need to account for radiative exchangcs. The case
studied refers to warm jet dischargc Reynolds and Froude numbers of 756 and 5,
rcspcctively, cold to warm jet discharge velociry ratio of 0.826 and a global A¡chimedes
numbcr of 0.003, with the walls at a constant and uniform tempcrature equal to that of the
supply (òold) ai¡. Velocity and temperature measurementt ate pres"nt"d ior the symmetry
plane. Experimental data are then used as a ¡eference to assess the accuracy of the numerical
solutions obtained with two low-Reynolds-number È-e tu¡bulence modcls [14,15].and the

original formulation of the t-c model [], with a viscous sublayer treatment for wall
boundary conditions. This validation analysis will lead to the selection of the most suitable
numerical method to be used in future parametric studies. Globally, experimental resulß a¡e:

better approached by the standa¡d t-e model which predicts slightly higher velocities at the
floor level and temperatures in the corc region, conversely to the other two models.

TEST APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Experimental Model

j The test apparatus was designed so as to generate a tsdimensional flow, in order
to ensure that cxpcrirnents and corresponding calculations s,erc not tm cumbsrsome.
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Fig. 1. (a) Confrguration and dimensions (in mm) of the experimenral model and the
coordinate sysrcm adopted. (ä) Sketch of the flow geometry in rhe tcst cavity cross
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Experiment's were performed on aläbirratory rlodel compqsed óf a 1040 mm x 1040
mm x 70 mm cavity equipp€d with two inleì slots (20 mm wide) and one outlet slot (24 inm
wide), as sketched in Fig. I (¿). This cavity was divided into tluee identiial smaller ones,
the cenral working caviry (300 mm wide) whcre'measurements were performed and two
side cavities (200 mm wide each) where similar flow and temperature fields as in the
working cavity were reproduced. This design made it possible to obtain a fairlj gðod nro-
dimensional temperaturc field in the central cavity by significantly reducing end effeclts.

' rl/alls of dimensions tr x H (parallel to the xoy plane) werc made of transþ'arent 2 mm
plexiglass, in order to allow vclocity measurements by laser-Döppler anemometry (LDAI
The.two walls separating the test section from the guard cavities were considered to be

adiabatic. Each of the four active walls (xlL = O and l, ylH = 0 and l) was made of flat
aluminium heat exchangen, maintained at a constånt and uniform temperan¡re by the use of
temperanne controlled water. The water flow ¡ate \Ã/as ovcnizcd to ensur€ that no sigrificant
tempcranrrp gradient could prcvail anywhere on the wall surface. Under thcse conditions, the
imposed wall su¡face temperature could be chosen between l0 oC and 50 oC with a precision
of 0.25 oC. The inncr surfaces of the active walls were carefully polished, so as ûo minimize
radiation exchange between thern A 15 mm wide slot was provided at the top wall (y/H = l)
for the passage of a temperature probe and its displacement in a ¡oy plane. At the xlL = |
venical wall, a na¡row glass window allowed the introduction of a light sheet for flow
yis.¡liatiqn in the test cavity. ¡ . I

There were two independent ai¡ circuits. They respectively fed the horizontal (cold)
je¡ qnd the venical (warm) jet. The ai¡ flow passed through a porous medium and a
honeycombed strucnue in qder to provide unifom¡ velocity all along cach slot. The air was
cooled down or warmed up using a water-air heat exchanger. rilater temperan¡re lvas
controlled by a cryothermostat with a precision of 0.25 oC. This device allowed to impose
the ai¡ inlet temperaturc and velocity wittrin the respective ranges:

. l0 oC to 40 oC for the horizontal cold jet and 20 oC to 70 oC for the vertical warm jet;

. 0.1 uy's up to 0.6 ny's for both jets.
The velocity mear¡urements were perform€d u,ith of a two+omponent laser-Döppler

anemometry system in a forwa¡d scattering configuration which allowcd to measure
simultaneously both the horizontal a¡¡d the vertical time-mean velocity components projectcd
on a xoy plane and the re spective mean squarc fluctuations. Tempcrauue was mcasrned wi¡h

a 25 p.m thermocouple which could swoep a¡oy plane in the central cavity.
Preliminary measurcments were made on the free jet issuing from each slot (beforc

fitting up in the cavity) to check the 2-D bchaviour of the ai¡ outflow. The two-
dimensionality of the mcan axial velocity and tempcrature profiles measured along the slot
centre line was within t 5 and I pcrcent of thc respcctive mcan values.

The flow configuration considered in the prescnt study is schcmatically rcprcscnted
in Fig. I (à), with tl¡e nornenclature uscd for wall and ai¡ inlet conditions.

Scaling Parameters

Such mixed convection flows a¡e physically interesting for the balance between
ing,rti.l and buoyancy forces. Depending on the rclative imponance of these two forces, thc
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flow sructure can vary significantly.
In the case of a single buoyant wall jet in a semi-infinite medium at uniform

temperatur€, the problem is govemed by three nondimensional parametcrs: the jet Reynolds
number, Re, the jet Froude number, Fr, and the dimensionless temperature @', of the wall,
if this one is not adiabatic.

Similarly, the present problem of two buoyant waII jets in a confined med.ium with
imposed tempsra$rc walls is completely dcfined by ttre following pammeters:

. vertical, warm jet Reynolds number, Reu= gup ¡u

. vertical jet Froude number, Fr, = guf spD (Ty-T¡)

. dimensioniess remperature of the wall surfaces, @¡, = (Tn - T ¡) / (Tu - T ¡). horizontal to venical jet discharge velociry ntlo, U¡ / Uv, and

. horizontal to vertical jet discharge tempcrature ratio, @nlØ,

fined as @=
nce between
Ty andT¡,

refercnce to
nondimensionalize the velocity field results. A global Archimedes number is additionally
defined, Ar (Ar = gþ(To-l¡)lUo2, wherc To and Uo are the mean ourlet temperature and
velocity, respectively), which represents the ratio between buoyancy and inertia forces in the
cavity.

Air Inlet Conditions

Velocity and æmperature measurements were made to cha¡actcrize the ai¡ flow at the
slot exits.
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Fig. 2. Transverse profiles measured for both jets at the symmetry plane zlA = 0: (¿) axial
i -"- velociry componenr, (å) normal mean velocity componcrt and (c) tu¡bulence

,inrensiry at eácn ¡et exit; (d) temperature at the venical (warm) jet slot exir Ureî= U,

= 0.59 m/s; Tv = 35 oC,T ¡= l!, oç.

The transverse profiles obtained at the central plane (zlA = 0) a¡e shown in Fig. 2, whcre {
is defrncd as (Il for the vertical jet; u and v rePresc4t

the time-mean y directions, respecdvely, and the

turbulence inte nln I IJ ref' u and v' bcing the

instantaneous velocify fluctuations. In both jets, rhe normal mean velocity component is

directed towa¡ds the ccrresponding adjaoent wall.
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Fig. 3. Axial mean velocity rneasu¡ed along the exit slot centrc line of each jet, ngrytalized

by the respective ävcrage value alõng the spanwise di¡ection: umcon= 0.74 nys;

rmzon = 0'82 m/s'

Sorne asym6etries wer€ found in the spanwise axial mean velocity profiles rneasu¡cd

along the ccntre line of e¿ch jet cxit, which a¡e ploned i" Tq. 3. However, the two-

dime'nsionality of both ¡ets exit flow, ovcr the central gOVo of their spanwise width, lies
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within + l0 percent of the rcspective axial mean velocity average varues, il¡¡1¿¿¡a ã^d e¿¿¿¡1.

. The resulting wall and 
infet a¡r average conditions for rhe case ,tuoø in tre freientwork a¡e expressed in temrs of the above ¿eirrnø dimensionres, p*rn"ì"rr, Re, -756, Fr,

= 5, U h / Uu - 0.826. In rhe present condition, @n= (@¡ l@, ¡= 0 is used fcrr validation
purposes. This may not be thc case of funue parametric stud.ies.

Two-Dirnensionality of the Flow inside the Cavity

In order to evaluate the two-dimcnsional cha¡acter of the recirculating flow inside the
test cavity, velocity profiles werc rneasured in the spanwise di¡ection at several locations.
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Fig' 4' Profiles of the sneamwise velocity component measurcd along z direction at stations
Sl, Sz, 53 and S¿ (sec Fig. I (á)) and normalized by the rJspecrive mean value,
U¡1¿¿¡ Ol l¡¡¿¿¡.
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THEORETICAL TREATMEFTI.

The flow geometry conside¡ed for the theorcdcal study is show in Fig. I (ä). To
simplify the problem, rhe flow was considered to be twqdimensional, incompressible,

steady-sraæ in mean and the Boussinesq approximation [6] was assumed for the fluid
physicat propenies.

Mean Flow Equations

The time-averaged equations fo¡ the conscrvation of mass, momenn¡m and energy
can be exprcssed in ænsor notation as

ftÞ",*)=- àx¡ ðri (#.*))*"'o('-'o).*(-'ü)a a

(l)

(2)

(3)

where r¡ and u'¡ are the mcan a¡rd the flucu¡ating vclocity comporients in the.r¡ dircction, p is

dcnsiry, ¡r is the taminar viscosiry, p is pressure, p is the volumeric thcrmal cxpansion
coefficienr, g¡ is the gravitational acccleration in the ith di¡cction and !¿,[somc reference

têmpe;raru¡E ukcn hc,re as (Tv+Tùfz. The tr¡¡bulcncc contlæions -p u'¡ul¡ znd -p u'¡f
stand for the timc-avcraged Reynolds strËsscs and t¡¡¡öulent heat fluxes, respcctively, which
rnust bc modeled to closc the above sct of cquations.

Turbulence Models

In thc prescnt study, calculations havc bccn made with tl¡¡cc distinct t-e tu¡bulencc

modcls, namely the original high Reynolds number fornulation [] - denoæd herc as

st¿ndard t-¿ modcl - and two vcrsions of is cxænsion to account for low Reynolds

nurnbcr and near-wall cffecs, which a¡e the modcls of Jones and Laundcr (JL) [l4] ¡nd of
I¿under and Sharnra (LS) t151. Thc generalizcd Boussincsq cddy viscosity conccpt is
commonly adopæ{ cxprressing thc tr¡rbulcnt stresscs - by analogy with the laminar viscous

stresses - as

frb.,,)=+G+#).+(*F)

p

- pu¡u¡=ltt
w.H)-!,ruu

(4)
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whereô¡istheK¡oneckcrdelø(ôU=lfori=j;4T=0fori+j)and¡r¡istheru¡bulent
viscosity that may bc rclarcd tu the o¡bulcnt kincdc encrgr, tceñn ), and is
dissipation rate, q by dirncn.¡o- analysis:

ttr=Ct fppLe (5)

In an analogous way, the tr¡rbulcnt heat fluxas in Eq. (3) a¡e modcllcd as:

where Pr¡ is the u¡rbulent Prandtl numhrr. The diffcrensial cquations for t and e a¡e

: 14ãT
-(rÚ¿l =¿-' r Pr¡ ðx¡

fi @, 4= * l?. +)fi]. o. o r - p e + D ¡

ftÞ,i4=*W.*)f)."^;o.
+c1caþ¡-c2¡2p{+e,

(6)

(7)

whcæ

Table I. Extra-tcrns and daoping functions of thc ¡rbulcncc models. Re¡ -pk2 lp¿ is
called thc nnhrlent Relmolds nr¡mbcr.

Môd î,. h Dt

(8)

(e)P,=F,(#-*)h

is the rarc of production of ¿t due to thc inæraaion of tr¡rbulent shesscs with mean velociry
gradicns and

ø=-siøfifi (ro)

is úc production q dcstn¡ction of ¡hc u¡rbulcnt cncrgy by thcrnsl sratification cffccs.
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The extra-terms D¿ and E¿, as well as the damping functions/¡¡,fi allrdh, are i¡icluded to
better represent the nsar-wall behaviour and are listed in Table I. The following empirical
constant values a¡e cornmon to the th¡ee turbulence models.used: Cp= 0.W, Ct = 1.44, Cz,,

= 1.92, C3 = 1.0, ok = l.O, Oe = 1.3 and Pr¡ = 9.9.

Boundary Conditions

The above set of transport equations was solved with the following boundary
conditions (see Fig. I (å)):

(i) Jet inlet conditions:

u,v,T = measured profiles (Figs. 2 (a), (b) and (d));

*^ =ll?^ña*a ein= t?l2ln , wherc /¡¡n is the turbulence intensity rn"ur*á

for each jet (Fig. 2 (c)).

(ü) Exit conditions:

ãv AT Ak ãe
=_=-_==_==_=wdx dx dx dx

and a correction was iteratively made to u at the exit section in order to ensr.¡re ovcrall mass
conservation.

(üi) rila[s:

lt=V=0,T=Tw.
k = e = 0 in the models of JL and IJ. Due to grid refinement, the first inner grid

point in the present calculations lies within the viscous sublayer rcgion along each wall.
Therefore, only /< and e are treated differently in the standa¡d t-e model: e is speciñed (e =
Cp3l4Ôf4Kxn, whene r is the von Karman constant and r¡ is the distance from the wall)
and terms P¡ and -pe in the & equation a¡e rnodiñed at the first inner grid point, to accoùnt
for the usual Couette flow hyryothesis (near-wall linear variation of the tangential velocity
component). This procedurc is simila¡ to the one adopted in tl2l.

Numerical Solution Procedure

The partial differ€ntial equations wer,e discr€tizcd using the f¡nite volume method
described in [7]. The approxirnation of the convective fluxes applied at each control volume
face was performed using the hybrid ccntraVupwind difference scheme. The velocities and
prcssur€s were calculated by thc SIMPLEC algorithm with the modifications recommended
in [8]. The tri-diagonal matrix algorithm (TDMA) was applied for solving the discretized
cquations. Although negligible differences were observed in the solutions with respect to a
gnd of 52x52, the calculations we¡€ performed on a 62x62 one with a ratio of 1.2 between
evcry two consecutive grid spaces, the frst point being 0.18 mm distant f¡om the wall.
Convergence- was att¿ined when the normalized sum of the absolutc residuals for thc tlree
equations of momentum and energy,conservagon were less than 2.5x1û5. 

i
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The velocity and tcmperature measur€ments were carried out along the central plane
(zlA = O) at several hund¡eds of points distributed by 17 x 20 and I I x l0 (rows x columns)
cartesian. meshes, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Velocity vectcs (¿) and isotherms (ä) obtained from mcariurements at ¡he symmetry
plane (z/A = 0).

The corresponding results a¡e shown in Figs. 5 (a) and (å) in the form of mean local
velocity vectors and iso¡hermal lines, respectively. The flow patt€rn is dominaæd by the
inenial momentum of both þa and thercby charactutl¡zÃby a single clockwise vortex.
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Fig. 6. hedicted (ø) velocity vectors and (å) isotherms obtained with the standard t-s
urbulence model.
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In spiæ of the adverse temperatu¡e gradients along the left venical wall (xlL = 0) and at the
horizontal cold jet, no distonion effects due to negative buoyancy are patent. The measured
temperature field of Fig. 5 (ä) shows that the core region of the cavity is practically
isothermal with values of @ between 0.25 and 0.3 and that stratification is restricted to the
proximity of the horizontal walls and the warm jet.

The calculated velocity and temperature fields using the standa¡d high Reynolds

numbef t-e model are represented in Fig. 6 and show â reasonablé qualitative agreement
with measurements. Although slightly overestimated, the prcdicted temperatuic distribution
within the çpre region is r4ther uniform, in agreement with measurements. While in the
calculated ¡emperature field the presence of the horizontal jet is well evidenced by the
smoother temperature gradients close to ylH = l, thereby acting in a way as an insulation
between the cor€ and the ceiling, a simila¡ effect does not appear in the measurements. This
is in part due to the lack of two-dimensionality of the flow in that region, by which the
horizontal (cold) jet is weakened in the symmetry plane zlA = 0 (see profile 53 in Fig. 4)
whe¡e the measuremcnts in Fig. 5 wcre pcrformed. On the other hand, the turbulent mixing
in that region of unstable stratification may not be properly represented by the turbulence

model. In fact, the constant C3 multiplying the buoyancy tenn in the e equation has not a

universal value. The assumption C3 = I used in the present calculations is recommended for
venical buoyant shear layers and may not be satisfactory for the hcrizontal layer of the cold
jet, where it should probably take values close to zero [9].
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Fig. 7. Measured and calculated (¿) horizonul and (ä) vertical profrles of the mean velocity

streamwise component at ylH = 0.48 and xlL = 0.5, respectively. o Experiments;

- 
5¡¿¡d¿¡d /<-emodcl;---model of JL; - - - modelof LS. I are the

normalized mean values u¡¡2¿¿¡lU74of profiles Sg and S¿ in Fig. 4.

The global differences between measurtments and the numerical predictions given by
the three tested turbulence models can be analysed through the wall-to-wall profiles
presented in Figs. 7, 8 and 9. The standard t-e model approaches the measured mcan
vertical velocity at ylH = 0.a8 @g. 7 (¿)) bettcr than any of the two models of JL and LS.
This is also the case for the vertical profilcs of horizontal velocity (Frg. 7 (ä)) taken at x/L =
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0.5, panicularly if the tendency of a two-dimensional local correction of the measured values
(symbol r in the figure) is taken into account. At the floor level, the corected experimental
value is exceeded in l0 percent of Urr¡by the maximum horizontal velociry as predicted by

the standard /<-e model, while it is underpredicted in 22 and 13 percent by the JL and LS
models, rcspectively.
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Fig. 8. (a) Horizontal and (å) vertical temp€rarur€ distribution at ylH = 0.48 and -rll, = 0.5,

respectively. o Expcrimcnts; 

- 
standa¡d &-emodel; ---model of JL; - - -

model of LS.

From the comparison between calculated and measured temperature levels of the
cavity core (Figs. 8 (ø) and (ä)), it can be concluded that the wall heat losses a¡e
underpredicted by the standard t-e model. Conversely, they are overestimated by the JL and
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LS models which calculate lower temperatures than the experimental values,all over the
domain. Having in mind that the wall heat fluxes a¡e evaluated by exprcssions like the

diffusive term QtlPr+¡t¡Pfi@flãx¡), it may be expected that the use of higher values of the

turbulent Prandtl number and/or a more efficient damping of turbulence in the nea¡-wall
regions would improve the performance of both low-R¿ turbulence models. It shquld be

noted that the only difference between the JL and LS models is the expression of/¡r which
provides higher nea¡-wall damping of turbulent viscosity in the latter, thereby leading to a
slightly bener representation of wall heat fluxes and, consequently, of the æmperanrre field

The profiles ploned in Figs. 9 (¿) and (ä) represent the turbulence intensiry which is
defined as I¡ = (213 k)r2lUrrf w¡en evaluated from the nume¡ical results. The /¡ level in the

core region is underestimated by all th¡ee tu¡bulence models. Pa¡ticula¡ attention should be

given to the proFrles at xlL+O in Fig. 9 (¿), once the left wall is responsible for 6O to 67
percent 

- depending on the model used - of the overall predicted heat losses. It is seen

that the turbulence intensity as predicted by the models of JL and LS at xlL = l0-2 is about 5

perccnt in excess of the experimental value, unlike the one given by the standard /c-e model
(- l7o lower). This is in agrcement udth the above analysis on the influcnce of wall
tr¡¡bulence damping upon the wall heat flux waluæion.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The mixed convection flow generatcd by two non-isothermal low velocity plane jets
inside a caviry witlr imposed wall tempcratures was both experimentally and numerically
investigated. Measurcd values'for the inlet air conditions were rcported and used as

boundary conditions for the mathematical model. The experimental data at the symmctry
plane were taken as a reference fo¡ the rcst of th¡ee turbulence models in the 2-D numerical
simulation oJthe flow.

Even though special care was taken to ensure the two-dimcnsionality of both
dynamic and thermal boundary conditions, it was seen that slight 3-D effects may easily
arise as the flow develops within the cavity. The global spanwise inva¡iancc should thus bc a
point of carcfull inprovement for future expcrimens.

Calculations wøe performed with a non-uniform grid finely eoncentrated close to the
walls, which rcquired a viscous sublayer treatment of the wall boundary conditions in the

ståndard high-Re /c-e turbulence modcl. I.ow Reynolds number turbulencc models of Joncs

and l¿under [4] and of Launder and Sha¡ma [5] were parallelly tested and showed ¡o

ove,restimatc thc wall heat fluxes, unlike the standard t-emodel which predicts higher- yet

closer - values of the core temperature level than experirnents. Although the velociry freld
has been bcncr reproduced by the lanermodel, fi¡rther work should be dedicated to sn¡dy ùe
performance of more r€cent low-R¿ tu¡öulence modcls in the numedcal simulation of such
mixed convection low velocity flows. [n any caso, panicular anendon must bc givcn to thc
influence of the tr¡rbulent Prandtl numbcr and of t}te dâmping of nea¡-wall nubulence on the
wall hcat flutres. Alternative definitions of the buoyancy-related terms and empirical
constånts in the turbulence equations should also be considered, so as to rcproduce the
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thermal instability effects in both vcnical and horizontal layers in an equally satisfactory
way.
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